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Salary surveys worldwide regularly place software architect in the top 10 best jobs, yet no real guide exists to help
developers become architects. Until now. This book provides the first comprehensive overview of software architecture’s
many aspects. Aspiring and existing architects alike will examine architectural characteristics, architectural patterns,
component determination, diagramming and presenting architecture, evolutionary architecture, and many other topics.
Mark Richards and Neal Ford—hands-on practitioners who have taught software architecture classes professionally for
years—focus on architecture principles that apply across all technology stacks. You’ll explore software architecture in a
modern light, taking into account all the innovations of the past decade. This book examines: Architecture patterns: The
technical basis for many architectural decisions Components: Identification, coupling, cohesion, partitioning, and
granularity Soft skills: Effective team management, meetings, negotiation, presentations, and more Modernity:
Engineering practices and operational approaches that have changed radically in the past few years Architecture as an
engineering discipline: Repeatable results, metrics, and concrete valuations that add rigor to software architecture
For more and more systems, software has moved from a peripheral to a central role, replacing mechanical parts and
hardware and giving the product a competitive edge. Consequences of this trend are an increase in: the size of software
systems, the variability in software artifacts, and the importance of software in achieving the system-level properties.
Software architecture provides the necessary abstractions for managing the resulting complexity. We here introduce the
Third Working IEEFlIFIP Conference on Software Architecture, WICSA3. That it is already the third such conference is in
itself a clear indication that software architecture continues to be an important topic in industrial software development
and in software engineering research. However, becoming an established field does not mean that software architecture
provides less opportunity for innovation and new directions. On the contrary, one can identify a number of interesting
trends within software architecture research. The first trend is that the role of the software architecture in all phases of
software development is more explicitly recognized. Whereas initially software architecture was primarily associated with
the architecture design phase, we now see that the software architecture is treated explicitly during development, product
derivation in software product lines, at run-time, and during system evolution. Software architecture as an artifact has
been decoupled from a particular lifecycle phase.
This book provides a detailed “how-to” guide, addressing aspects ranging from analysis and design to the
implementation of applications, which need to be integrated within legacy applications and databases. The analysis and
design of the next generation of software architectures must address the new requirements to accommodate the Internet
of things (IoT), cybersecurity, blockchain networks, cloud, and quantum computer technologies. As 5G wireless
increasingly establishes itself over the next few years, moving legacy applications into these new architectures will be
critical for companies to compete in a consumer-driven and social media-based economy. Few organizations, however,
understand the challenges and complexities of moving from a central database legacy architecture to a ledger and
networked environment. The challenge is not limited to just designing new software applications. Indeed, the next
generation needs to function more independently on various devices, and on more diverse and wireless-centric networks.
Furthermore, databases must be broken down into linked list-based blockchain architectures, which will involve analytic
decisions regarding which portions of data and metadata will be processed within the chain, and which ones will be
dependent on cloud systems. Finally, the collection of all data throughout these vast networks will need to be aggregated
and used for predictive analysis across a variety of competitive business applications in a secured environment. Certainly
not an easy task for any analyst/designer! Many organizations will continue to use packaged products and open-source
applications. These third-party products will need to be integrated into the new architecture paradigms and have
seamless data aggregation capabilities, while maintaining the necessary cyber compliances. The book also clearly
defines the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders involved, including the IT departments, users, executive
sponsors, and third-party vendors. The book’s structure also provides a step-by-step method to help ensure a higher
rate of success in the context of re-engineering existing applications and databases, as well as selecting third-party
products, conversion methods and cybercontrols. It was written for use by a broad audience, including IT developers,
software engineers, application vendors, business line managers, and executives.
Provides information on successful software development, covering such topics as customer requirements, task
estimates, principles of good design, dealing with source code, system testing, and handling bugs.
Apply business requirements to IT infrastructure and deliver a high-quality product by understanding architectures such
as microservices, DevOps, and cloud-native using modern C++ standards and features Key Features Design scalable
large-scale applications with the C++ programming language Architect software solutions in a cloud-based environment
with continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) Achieve architectural goals by leveraging design patterns,
language features, and useful tools Book Description Software architecture refers to the high-level design of complex
applications. It is evolving just like the languages we use. Modern C++ allows developers to write high-performance apps
in a high-level language without sacrificing readability and maintainability. If you're working with modern C++, this
practical guide will help you put your knowledge to work and design distributed, large-scale apps. You'll start by getting
up to speed with architectural concepts, including established patterns and rising trends. The book will then explain what
software architecture is and help you explore its components. Next, you'll discover the design concepts involved in
application architecture and the patterns in software development, before going on to learn how to build, package,
integrate, and deploy your components. In the concluding chapters, you'll explore different architectural qualities, such as
maintainability, reusability, testability, performance, scalability, and security. Finally, you will get an overview of
distributed systems, such as service-oriented architecture, microservices, and cloud-native, and understand how to apply
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them in application development. By the end of this book, you'll be able to build distributed services using modern C++
and associated tools to deliver solutions as per your clients' requirements. What you will learn Understand how to apply
the principles of software architecture Apply design patterns and best practices to meet your architectural goals Write
elegant, safe, and performant code using the latest C++ features Build applications that are easy to maintain and deploy
Explore the different architectural approaches and learn to apply them as per your requirement Simplify development and
operations using application containers Discover various techniques to solve common problems in software design and
development Who this book is for This software architecture C++ programming book is for experienced C++ developers
who are looking to become software architects or are interested in developing enterprise-grade applications.
A comprehensive guide to exploring software architecture concepts and implementing best practices Key Features
Enhance your skills to grow your career as a software architect Design efficient software architectures using patterns and
best practices Learn how software architecture relates to an organization as well as software development methodology
Book Description The Software Architect’s Handbook is a comprehensive guide to help developers, architects, and
senior programmers advance their career in the software architecture domain. This book takes you through all the
important concepts, right from design principles to different considerations at various stages of your career in software
architecture. The book begins by covering the fundamentals, benefits, and purpose of software architecture. You will
discover how software architecture relates to an organization, followed by identifying its significant quality attributes.
Once you have covered the basics, you will explore design patterns, best practices, and paradigms for efficient software
development. The book discusses which factors you need to consider for performance and security enhancements. You
will learn to write documentation for your architectures and make appropriate decisions when considering DevOps. In
addition to this, you will explore how to design legacy applications before understanding how to create software
architectures that evolve as the market, business requirements, frameworks, tools, and best practices change over time.
By the end of this book, you will not only have studied software architecture concepts but also built the soft skills
necessary to grow in this field. What you will learn Design software architectures using patterns and best practices
Explore the different considerations for designing software architecture Discover what it takes to continuously improve as
a software architect Create loosely coupled systems that can support change Understand DevOps and how it affects
software architecture Integrate, refactor, and re-architect legacy applications Who this book is for The Software
Architect’s Handbook is for you if you are a software architect, chief technical officer (CTO), or senior developer looking
to gain a firm grasp of software architecture.
The software development ecosystem is constantly changing, providing a constant stream of new tools, frameworks,
techniques, and paradigms. Over the past few years, incremental developments in core engineering practices for
software development have created the foundations for rethinking how architecture changes over time, along with ways
to protect important architectural characteristics as it evolves. This practical guide ties those parts together with a new
way to think about architecture and time.
Understand the principles of software architecture with coverage on SOA, distributed and messaging systems, and
database modeling Key Features Gain knowledge of architectural approaches on SOA and microservices for
architectural decisions Explore different architectural patterns for building distributed applications Migrate applications
written in Java or Python to the Go language Book Description Building software requires careful planning and
architectural considerations; Golang was developed with a fresh perspective on building next-generation applications on
the cloud with distributed and concurrent computing concerns. Hands-On Software Architecture with Golang starts with a
brief introduction to architectural elements, Go, and a case study to demonstrate architectural principles. You'll then
move on to look at code-level aspects such as modularity, class design, and constructs specific to Golang and
implementation of design patterns. As you make your way through the chapters, you'll explore the core objectives of
architecture such as effectively managing complexity, scalability, and reliability of software systems. You'll also work
through creating distributed systems and their communication before moving on to modeling and scaling of data. In the
concluding chapters, you'll learn to deploy architectures and plan the migration of applications from other languages. By
the end of this book, you will have gained insight into various design and architectural patterns, which will enable you to
create robust, scalable architecture using Golang. What you will learn Understand architectural paradigms and deep dive
into Microservices Design parallelism/concurrency patterns and learn object-oriented design patterns in Go Explore APIdriven systems architecture with introduction to REST and GraphQL standards Build event-driven architectures and
make your architectures anti-fragile Engineer scalability and learn how to migrate to Go from other languages Get to
grips with deployment considerations with CICD pipeline, cloud deployments, and so on Build an end-to-end e-commerce
(travel) application backend in Go Who this book is for Hands-On Software Architecture with Golang is for software
developers, architects, and CTOs looking to use Go in their software architecture to build enterprise-grade applications.
Programming knowledge of Golang is assumed.
If engineering is the art and science of technical problem solving, systems architecting happens when you don’t yet know
what the problem is. The third edition of a highly respected bestseller, The Art of Systems Architecting provides in-depth
coverage of the least understood part of systems design: moving from a vague concept and limited resources to a
satisfactory and feasible system concept and an executable program. The book provides a practical, heuristic approach
to the "art" of systems architecting. It provides methods for embracing, and then taming, the growing complexity of
modern systems. New in the Third Edition: Five major case studies illustrating successful and unsuccessful practices
Information on architecture frameworks as standards for architecture descriptions New methods for integrating business
strategy and architecture and the role of architecture as the technical embodiment of strategy Integration of process
guidance for organizing and managing architecture projects Updates to the rapidly changing fields of software and
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systems-of-systems architecture Organization of heuristics around a simple and practical process model A Practical
Heuristic Approach to the Art of Systems Architecting Extensively rewritten to reflect the latest developments, the text
explains how to create a system from scratch, presenting invention/design rules together with clear explanations of how
to use them. The author supplies practical guidelines for avoiding common systematic failures while implementing new
mandates. He uses a heuristics-based approach that provides an organized attack on very ill-structured engineering
problems. Examining architecture as more than a set of diagrams and documents, but as a set of decisions that either
drive a system to success or doom it to failure, the book provide methods for integrating business strategy with technical
architectural decision making.
Discusses Web site hierarchy, usability, navigation systems, content labeling, configuring search systems, and managing the information
architecture development process.
Document the architecture of your software easily with this highly practical, open-source template. Key Features Get to grips with leveraging
the features of arc42 to create insightful documents Learn the concepts of software architecture documentation through real-world examples
Discover techniques to create compact, helpful, and easy-to-read documentation Book Description When developers document the
architecture of their systems, they often invent their own specific ways of articulating structures, designs, concepts, and decisions. What they
need is a template that enables simple and efficient software architecture documentation. arc42 by Example shows how it's done through
several real-world examples. Each example in the book, whether it is a chess engine, a huge CRM system, or a cool web system, starts with
a brief description of the problem domain and the quality requirements. Then, you'll discover the system context with all the external
interfaces. You'll dive into an overview of the solution strategy to implement the building blocks and runtime scenarios. The later chapters
also explain various cross-cutting concerns and how they affect other aspects of a program. What you will learn Utilize arc42 to document a
system's physical infrastructure Learn how to identify a system's scope and boundaries Break a system down into building blocks and
illustrate the relationships between them Discover how to describe the runtime behavior of a system Know how to document design decisions
and their reasons Explore the risks and technical debt of your system Who this book is for This book is for software developers and solutions
architects who are looking for an easy, open-source tool to document their systems. It is a useful reference for those who are already using
arc42. If you are new to arc42, this book is a great learning resource. For those of you who want to write better technical documentation will
benefit from the general concepts covered in this book.
In Continuous Architecture in Practice, three leading software architecture experts update the discipline's classic practices for today's
environments, software development contexts, and applications. Coverage includes: Discover what's changed, and how the architect's role
must change Reflect today's quality attributes in evolvable architectures Understand team-based software architecture, and architecture as a
"flow of decisions" Architect for security, including continuous threat modeling and mitigation Explore architectural opportunities to improve
performance in continuous delivery environments Architect for scalability, avoid common scalability pitfalls, and scale microservices and
serverless environments Improve resilience and reliability in the face of inevitable failures Architect data for NoSQL, big data, and analytics
Use architecture to promote innovation: case studies in AI/ML, chatbots, and blockchain
With 28 new chapters, the third edition of The Practice of System and Network Administration innovates yet again! Revised with thousands of
updates and clarifications based on reader feedback, this new edition also incorporates DevOps strategies even for non-DevOps
environments. Whether you use Linux, Unix, or Windows, this new edition describes the essential practices previously handed down only
from mentor to protégé. This wonderfully lucid, often funny cornucopia of information introduces beginners to advanced frameworks valuable
for their entire career, yet is structured to help even experts through difficult projects. Other books tell you what commands to type. This book
teaches you the cross-platform strategies that are timeless! DevOps techniques: Apply DevOps principles to enterprise IT infrastructure, even
in environments without developers Game-changing strategies: New ways to deliver results faster with less stress Fleet management: A
comprehensive guide to managing your fleet of desktops, laptops, servers and mobile devices Service management: How to design, launch,
upgrade and migrate services Measurable improvement: Assess your operational effectiveness; a forty-page, pain-free assessment system
you can start using today to raise the quality of all services Design guides: Best practices for networks, data centers, email, storage,
monitoring, backups and more Management skills: Organization design, communication, negotiation, ethics, hiring and firing, and more Have
you ever had any of these problems? Have you been surprised to discover your backup tapes are blank? Ever spent a year launching a new
service only to be told the users hate it? Do you have more incoming support requests than you can handle? Do you spend more time fixing
problems than building the next awesome thing? Have you suffered from a botched migration of thousands of users to a new service? Does
your company rely on a computer that, if it died, can’t be rebuilt? Is your network a fragile mess that breaks any time you try to improve it? Is
there a periodic “hell month” that happens twice a year? Twelve times a year? Do you find out about problems when your users call you to
complain? Does your corporate “Change Review Board” terrify you? Does each division of your company have their own broken way of
doing things? Do you fear that automation will replace you, or break more than it fixes? Are you underpaid and overworked? No vague
“management speak” or empty platitudes. This comprehensive guide provides real solutions that prevent these problems and more!
Continuous Architecture provides a broad architectural perspective for continuous delivery, and describes a new architectural approach that
supports and enables it. As the pace of innovation and software releases increases, IT departments are tasked to deliver value quickly and
inexpensively to their business partners. With a focus on getting software into end-users hands faster, the ultimate goal of daily software
updates is in sight to allow teams to ensure that they can release every change to the system simply and efficiently. This book presents an
architectural approach to support modern application delivery methods and provide a broader architectural perspective, taking architectural
concerns into account when deploying agile or continuous delivery approaches. The authors explain how to solve the challenges of
implementing continuous delivery at the project and enterprise level, and the impact on IT processes including application testing, software
deployment and software architecture. Covering the application of enterprise and software architecture concepts to the Agile and Continuous
Delivery models Explains how to create an architecture that can evolve with applications Incorporates techniques including refactoring,
architectural analysis, testing, and feedback-driven development Provides insight into incorporating modern software development when
structuring teams and organizations
This award-winning book, substantially updated to reflect the latest developments in the field, introduces the concepts and best practices of
software architecture--how a software system is structured and how that system's elements are meant to interact. Distinct from the details of
implementation, algorithm, and data representation, an architecture holds the key to achieving system quality, is a reusable asset that can be
applied to subsequent systems, and is crucial to a software organization's business strategy. Drawing on their own extensive experience, the
authors cover the essential technical topics for designing, specifying, and validating a system. They also emphasize the importance of the
business context in which large systems are designed. Their aim is to present software architecture in a real-world setting, reflecting both the
opportunities and constraints that companies encounter. To that end, case studies that describe successful architectures illustrate key points
of both technical and organizational discussions. Topics new to this edition include: Architecture design and analysis, including the
Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) Capturing quality requirements and achieving them through quality scenarios and tactics
Using architecture reconstruction to recover undocumented architectures Documenting architectures using the Unified Modeling Language
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(UML) New case studies, including Web-based examples and a wireless Enterprise JavaBeans™ (EJB) system designed to support wearable
computers The financial aspects of architectures, including use of the Cost Benefit Analysis Method (CBAM) to make decisions If you design,
develop, or manage the building of large software systems (or plan to do so), or if you are interested in acquiring such systems for your
corporation or government agency, use Software Architecture in Practice, Second Edition, to get up to speed on the current state of software
architecture.
Right Your Software and Transform Your Career Righting Software presents the proven, structured, and highly engineered approach to
software design that renowned architect Juval Löwy has practiced and taught around the world. Although companies of every kind have
successfully implemented his original design ideas across hundreds of systems, these insights have never before appeared in print. Based
on first principles in software engineering and a comprehensive set of matching tools and techniques, Löwy’s methodology integrates system
design and project design. First, he describes the primary area where many software architects fail and shows how to decompose a system
into smaller building blocks or services, based on volatility. Next, he shows how to flow an effective project design from the system design;
how to accurately calculate the project duration, cost, and risk; and how to devise multiple execution options. The method and principles in
Righting Software apply regardless of your project and company size, technology, platform, or industry. Löwy starts the reader on a journey
that addresses the critical challenges of software development today by righting software systems and projects as well as careers—and
possibly the software industry as a whole. Software professionals, architects, project leads, or managers at any stage of their career will
benefit greatly from this book, which provides guidance and knowledge that would otherwise take decades and many projects to acquire.
Register your book for convenient access to downloads, updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See inside book for details.
Software architecture—the conceptual glue that holds every phase of a project together for its many stakeholders—is widely recognized as a
critical element in modern software development. Practitioners have increasingly discovered that close attention to a software system’s
architecture pays valuable dividends. Without an architecture that is appropriate for the problem being solved, a project will stumble along or,
most likely, fail. Even with a superb architecture, if that architecture is not well understood or well communicated the project is unlikely to
succeed. Documenting Software Architectures, Second Edition, provides the most complete and current guidance, independent of language
or notation, on how to capture an architecture in a commonly understandable form. Drawing on their extensive experience, the authors first
help you decide what information to document, and then, with guidelines and examples (in various notations, including UML), show you how
to express an architecture so that others can successfully build, use, and maintain a system from it. The book features rules for sound
documentation, the goals and strategies of documentation, architectural views and styles, documentation for software interfaces and software
behavior, and templates for capturing and organizing information to generate a coherent package. New and improved in this second edition:
Coverage of architectural styles such as service-oriented architectures, multi-tier architectures, and data models Guidance for documentation
in an Agile development environment Deeper treatment of documentation of rationale, reflecting best industrial practices Improved templates,
reflecting years of use and feedback, and more documentation layout options A new, comprehensive example (available online), featuring
documentation of a Web-based service-oriented system Reference guides for three important architecture documentation languages: UML,
AADL, and SySML
Designing Software Architectures will teach you how to design any software architecture in a systematic, predictable, repeatable, and costeffective way. This book introduces a practical methodology for architecture design that any professional software engineer can use, provides
structured methods supported by reusable chunks of design knowledge, and includes rich case studies that demonstrate how to use the
methods. Using realistic examples, you’ll master the powerful new version of the proven Attribute-Driven Design (ADD) 3.0 method and will
learn how to use it to address key drivers, including quality attributes, such as modifiability, usability, and availability, along with functional
requirements and architectural concerns. Drawing on their extensive experience, Humberto Cervantes and Rick Kazman guide you through
crafting practical designs that support the full software life cycle, from requirements to maintenance and evolution. You’ll learn how to
successfully integrate design in your organizational context, and how to design systems that will be built with agile methods. Comprehensive
coverage includes Understanding what architecture design involves, and where it fits in the full software development life cycle Mastering
core design concepts, principles, and processes Understanding how to perform the steps of the ADD method Scaling design and analysis up
or down, including design for pre-sale processes or lightweight architecture reviews Recognizing and optimizing critical relationships between
analysis and design Utilizing proven, reusable design primitives and adapting them to specific problems and contexts Solving design
problems in new domains, such as cloud, mobile, or big data

A software architecture manifests the major early design decisions, which determine the system’s development,
deployment and evolution. Thus, making better architectural decisions is one of the large challenges in software
engineering. Software architecture knowledge management is about capturing practical experience and translating it into
generalized architectural knowledge, and using this knowledge in the communication with stakeholders during all phases
of the software lifecycle. This book presents a concise description of knowledge management in the software architecture
discipline. It explains the importance of sound knowledge management practices for improving software architecture
processes and products, and makes clear the role of knowledge management in software architecture and software
development processes. It presents many approaches that are in use in software companies today, approaches that
have been used in other domains, and approaches under development in academia. After an initial introduction by the
editors, the contributions are grouped in three parts on "Architecture Knowledge Management", "Strategies and
Approaches for Managing Architectural Knowledge", and "Tools and Techniques for Managing Architectural Knowledge".
The presentation aims at information technology and software engineering professionals, in particular software architects
and software architecture researchers. For the industrial audience, the book gives a broad and concise understanding of
the importance of knowledge management for improving software architecture process and building capabilities in
designing and evaluating better architectures for their mission- and business-critical systems. For researchers, the book
will help to understand the applications of various knowledge management approaches in an industrial setting and to
identify research challenges and opportunities.
This is the eagerly-anticipated revision to one of the seminal books in the field of software architecture which clearly
defines and explains the topic.
With this practical book, architects, CTOs, and CIOs will learn a set of patterns for the practice of architecture, including
analysis, documentation, and communication. Author Eben Hewitt shows you how to create holistic and thoughtful
technology plans, communicate them clearly, lead people toward the vision, and become a great architect or Chief
Architect. This book covers each key aspect of architecture comprehensively, including how to incorporate business
architecture, information architecture, data architecture, application (software) architecture together to have the best
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chance for the system’s success. Get a practical set of proven architecture practices focused on shipping great products
using architecture Learn how architecture works effectively with development teams, management, and product
management teams through the value chain Find updated special coverage on machine learning architecture Get usable
templates to start incorporating into your teams immediately Incorporate business architecture, information architecture,
data architecture, and application (software) architecture together
Software Systems Architecture is a practitioner-oriented guide to designing and implementing effective architectures for
information systems. It is both a readily accessible introduction to software architecture and an invaluable handbook of
well-established best practices. It shows why the role of the architect is central to any successful information-systems
development project, and, by presenting a set of architectural viewpoints and perspectives, provides specific direction for
improving your own and your organization's approach to software systems architecture. With this book you will learn how
to Design an architecture that reflects and balances the different needs of its stakeholders Communicate the architecture
to stakeholders and demonstrate that it has met their requirements Focus on architecturally significant aspects of design,
including frequently overlooked areas such as performance, resilience, and location Use scenarios and patterns to drive
the creation and validation of your architecture Document your architecture as a set of related views Use perspectives to
ensure that your architecture exhibits important qualities such as performance, scalability, and security The architectural
viewpoints and perspectives presented in the book also provide a valuable long-term reference source for new and
experienced architects alike. Whether you are an aspiring or practicing software architect, you will find yourself referring
repeatedly to the practical advice in this book throughout the lifecycle of your projects. A supporting Web site containing
further information can be found at www.viewpoints-and-perspectives.info
In this truly unique technical book, today's leading software architects present valuable principles on key development
issues that go way beyond technology. More than four dozen architects -- including Neal Ford, Michael Nygard, and Bill
de hOra -- offer advice for communicating with stakeholders, eliminating complexity, empowering developers, and many
more practical lessons they've learned from years of experience. Among the 97 principles in this book, you'll find useful
advice such as: Don't Put Your Resume Ahead of the Requirements (Nitin Borwankar) Chances Are, Your Biggest
Problem Isn't Technical (Mark Ramm) Communication Is King; Clarity and Leadership, Its Humble Servants (Mark
Richards) Simplicity Before Generality, Use Before Reuse (Kevlin Henney) For the End User, the Interface Is the System
(Vinayak Hegde) It's Never Too Early to Think About Performance (Rebecca Parsons) To be successful as a software
architect, you need to master both business and technology. This book tells you what top software architects think is
important and how they approach a project. If you want to enhance your career, 97 Things Every Software Architect
Should Know is essential reading.
This book introduces all the relevant information required to understand and put Model Driven Architecture (MDA) into
industrial practice. It clearly explains which conceptual primitives should be present in a system specification, how to use
UML to properly represent this subset of basic conceptual constructs, how to identify just those diagrams and modeling
constructs that are actually required to create a meaningful conceptual schema, and how to accomplish the
transformation process between the problem space and the solution space. The approach is fully supported by
commercially available tools.
Solid requirements engineering has increasingly been recognized as the key to improved, on-time, and on-budget
delivery of software and systems projects. This textbook provides a comprehensive treatment of the theoretical and
practical aspects of discovering, analyzing, modeling, validating, testing, and writing requirements for systems of all
kinds, with an intentional focus on software-intensive systems. It brings into play a variety of formal methods, social
models, and modern requirements for writing techniques to be useful to the practicing engineer. This book was written to
support both undergraduate and graduate requirements engineering courses. Each chapter includes simple,
intermediate, and advanced exercises. Advanced exercises are suitable as a research assignment or independent study
and are denoted by an asterisk. Various exemplar systems illustrate points throughout the book, and four systems in
particular—a baggage handling system, a point of sale system, a smart home system, and a wet well pumping system—are
used repeatedly. These systems involve application domains with which most readers are likely to be familiar, and they
cover a wide range of applications from embedded to organic in both industrial and consumer implementations. Vignettes
at the end of each chapter provide mini-case studies showing how the learning in the chapter can be employed in real
systems. Requirements engineering is a dynamic field and this text keeps pace with these changes. Since the first edition
of this text, there have been many changes and improvements. Feedback from instructors, students, and corporate users
of the text was used to correct, expand, and improve the material. This third edition includes many new topics, expanded
discussions, additional exercises, and more examples. A focus on safety critical systems, where appropriate in examples
and exercises, has also been introduced. Discussions have also been added to address the important domain of the
Internet of Things. Another significant change involved the transition from the retired IEEE Standard 830, which was
referenced throughout previous editions of the text, to its successor, the ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 standard.
A quick start guide to learning essential software architecture tools, frameworks, design patterns, and best practices Key
Features Apply critical thinking to your software development and architecture practices and bring structure to your
approach using well-known IT standards Understand the impact of cloud-native approaches on software architecture
Integrate the latest technology trends into your architectural designs Book Description Are you a seasoned developer
who likes to add value to a project beyond just writing code? Have you realized that good development practices are not
enough to make a project successful, and you now want to embrace the bigger picture in the IT landscape? If so, you're
ready to become a software architect; someone who can deal with any IT stakeholder as well as add value to the
numerous dimensions of software development. The sheer volume of content on software architecture can be
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overwhelming, however. Software Architecture for Busy Developers is here to help. Written by Stephane Eyskens, author
of The Azure Cloud Native Mapbook, this book guides you through your software architecture journey in a pragmatic way
using real-world scenarios. By drawing on over 20 years of consulting experience, Stephane will help you understand the
role of a software architect, without the fluff or unnecessarily complex theory. You'll begin by understanding what nonfunctional requirements mean and how they concretely impact target architecture. The book then covers different
frameworks used across the entire enterprise landscape with the help of use cases and examples. Finally, you'll discover
ways in which the cloud is becoming a game changer in the world of software architecture. By the end of this book, you'll
have gained a holistic understanding of the architectural landscape, as well as more specific software architecture skills.
You'll also be ready to pursue your software architecture journey on your own - and in just one weekend! What you will
learn Understand the roles and responsibilities of a software architect Explore enterprise architecture tools and
frameworks such as The Open Group Architecture Framework (TOGAF) and ArchiMate Get to grips with key design
patterns used in software development Explore the widely adopted Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM)
Discover the benefits and drawbacks of monoliths, service-oriented architecture (SOA), and microservices Stay on top of
trending architectures such as API-driven, serverless, and cloud native Who this book is for This book is for developers
who want to move up the organizational ladder and become software architects by understanding the broader application
landscape and discovering how large enterprises deal with software architecture practices. Prior knowledge of software
development is required to get the most out of this book.
The award-winning and highly influential Software Architecture in Practice, Third Edition, has been substantially revised
to reflect the latest developments in the field. In a real-world setting, the book once again introduces the concepts and
best practices of software architecture—how a software system is structured and how that system’s elements are meant
to interact. Distinct from the details of implementation, algorithm, and data representation, an architecture holds the key
to achieving system quality, is a reusable asset that can be applied to subsequent systems, and is crucial to a software
organization’s business strategy. The authors have structured this edition around the concept of architecture influence
cycles. Each cycle shows how architecture influences, and is influenced by, a particular context in which architecture
plays a critical role. Contexts include technical environment, the life cycle of a project, an organization’s business profile,
and the architect’s professional practices. The authors also have greatly expanded their treatment of quality attributes,
which remain central to their architecture philosophy—with an entire chapter devoted to each attribute—and broadened
their treatment of architectural patterns. If you design, develop, or manage large software systems (or plan to do so), you
will find this book to be a valuable resource for getting up to speed on the state of the art. Totally new material covers
Contexts of software architecture: technical, project, business, and professional Architecture competence: what this
means both for individuals and organizations The origins of business goals and how this affects architecture
Architecturally significant requirements, and how to determine them Architecture in the life cycle, including generate-andtest as a design philosophy; architecture conformance during implementation; architecture and testing; and architecture
and agile development Architecture and current technologies, such as the cloud, social networks, and end-user devices
Awareness of design smells – indicators of common design problems – helps developers or software engineers understand
mistakes made while designing, what design principles were overlooked or misapplied, and what principles need to be applied
properly to address those smells through refactoring. Developers and software engineers may "know" principles and patterns, but
are not aware of the "smells" that exist in their design because of wrong or mis-application of principles or patterns. These smells
tend to contribute heavily to technical debt – further time owed to fix projects thought to be complete – and need to be addressed
via proper refactoring. Refactoring for Software Design Smells presents 25 structural design smells, their role in identifying design
issues, and potential refactoring solutions. Organized across common areas of software design, each smell is presented with
diagrams and examples illustrating the poor design practices and the problems that result, creating a catalog of nuggets of readily
usable information that developers or engineers can apply in their projects. The authors distill their research and experience as
consultants and trainers, providing insights that have been used to improve refactoring and reduce the time and costs of managing
software projects. Along the way they recount anecdotes from actual projects on which the relevant smell helped address a design
issue. Contains a comprehensive catalog of 25 structural design smells (organized around four fundamental design principles) that
contribute to technical debt in software projects Presents a unique naming scheme for smells that helps understand the cause of a
smell as well as points toward its potential refactoring Includes illustrative examples that showcase the poor design practices
underlying a smell and the problems that result Covers pragmatic techniques for refactoring design smells to manage technical
debt and to create and maintain high-quality software in practice Presents insightful anecdotes and case studies drawn from the
trenches of real-world projects
Software Architecture in PracticeAddison-Wesley
Ever-changing business needs have prompted large companies to rethink their enterprise IT. Today, businesses must allow
interaction with their customers, partners, and employees at more touch points and at a depth never thought previously. At the
same time, rapid advances in information technologies, like business digitization, cloud computing, and Web 2.0, demand
fundamental changes in the enterprises’ management practices. These changes have a drastic effect not only on IT and
business, but also on policies, processes, and people. Many companies therefore embark on enterprise-wide transformation
initiatives. The role of Enterprise Architecture (EA) is to architect and supervise this transformational journey. Unfortunately,
today’s EA is often a ponderous and detached exercise, with most of the EA initiatives failing to create visible impact. The
enterprises need an EA that is agile and responsive to business dynamics. Collaborative Enterprise Architecture provides the
innovative solutions today’s enterprises require, informed by real-world experiences and experts’ insights. This book, in its first
part, provides a systematic compendium of the current best practices in EA, analyzes current ways of doing EA, and identifies its
constraints and shortcomings. In the second part, it leaves the beaten tracks of EA by introducing Lean, Agile, and Enterprise 2.0
concepts to the traditional EA methods. This blended approach to EA focuses on practical aspects, with recommendations derived
from real-world experiences. A truly thought provoking and pragmatic guide to manage EA, Collaborative Enterprise Architecture
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effectively merges the long-term oriented top-down approach with pragmatic bottom-up thinking, and that way offers real solutions
to businesses undergoing enterprise-wide change. Covers the latest emerging technologies affecting business practice, including
digitization, cloud computing, agile software development, and Web 2.0 Focuses on the practical implementation of EAM rather
than theory, with recommendations based on real-world case studies Addresses changing business demands and practices,
including Enterprise 2.0, open source, global sourcing, and more Takes an innovative approach to EAM, merging standard topdown and pragmatic, bottom-up strategies, offering real solutions to businesses undergoing enterprise-wide changes
Job titles like “Technical Architect” and “Chief Architect” nowadays abound in software industry, yet many people suspect that
“architecture” is one of the most overused and least understood terms in professional software development. Gorton’s book tries
to resolve this dilemma. It concisely describes the essential elements of knowledge and key skills required to be a software
architect. The explanations encompass the essentials of architecture thinking, practices, and supporting technologies. They range
from a general understanding of structure and quality attributes through technical issues like middleware components and serviceoriented architectures to recent technologies like model-driven architecture, software product lines, aspect-oriented design, and
the Semantic Web, which will presumably influence future software systems. This second edition contains new material covering
enterprise architecture, agile development, enterprise service bus technologies, RESTful Web services, and a case study on how
to use the MeDICi integration framework. All approaches are illustrated by an ongoing real-world example. So if you work as an
architect or senior designer (or want to someday), or if you are a student in software engineering, here is a valuable and yet
approachable knowledge source for you.
This Book Describes Systematic Methods For Evaluating Software Architectures And Applies Them To Real-Life Cases.
Evaluating Software Architectures Introduces The Conceptual Background For Architecture Evaluation And Provides A Step-ByStep Guide To The Process Based On Numerous Evaluations Performed In Government And Industry.
This is a practical guide for software developers, and different than other software architecture books. Here's why: It teaches riskdriven architecting. There is no need for meticulous designs when risks are small, nor any excuse for sloppy designs when risks
threaten your success. This book describes a way to do just enough architecture. It avoids the one-size-fits-all process tar pit with
advice on how to tune your design effort based on the risks you face. It democratizes architecture. This book seeks to make
architecture relevant to all software developers. Developers need to understand how to use constraints as guiderails that ensure
desired outcomes, and how seemingly small changes can affect a system's properties. It cultivates declarative knowledge. There
is a difference between being able to hit a ball and knowing why you are able to hit it, what psychologists refer to as procedural
knowledge versus declarative knowledge. This book will make you more aware of what you have been doing and provide names
for the concepts. It emphasizes the engineering. This book focuses on the technical parts of software development and what
developers do to ensure the system works not job titles or processes. It shows you how to build models and analyze architectures
so that you can make principled design tradeoffs. It describes the techniques software designers use to reason about medium to
large sized problems and points out where you can learn specialized techniques in more detail. It provides practical advice.
Software design decisions influence the architecture and vice versa. The approach in this book embraces drill-down/pop-up
behavior by describing models that have various levels of abstraction, from architecture to data structure design.
A professional's guide to solving complex problems while designing modern software Key Features Learn best practices for
designing enterprise-grade software systems Understand the importance of building reliable, maintainable, and scalable systems
Become a professional software architect by learning the most effective software design patterns and architectural concepts Book
Description As businesses are undergoing a digital transformation to keep up with competition, it is now more important than ever
for IT professionals to design systems to keep up with the rate of change while maintaining stability. This book takes you through
the architectural patterns that power enterprise-grade software systems and the key architectural elements that enable change
such as events, autonomous services, and micro frontends, along with demonstrating how to implement and operate anti-fragile
systems. You'll divide up a system and define boundaries so that teams can work autonomously and accelerate the pace of
innovation. The book also covers low-level event and data patterns that support the entire architecture, while getting you up and
running with the different autonomous service design patterns. As you progress, you'll focus on best practices for security,
reliability, testability, observability, and performance. Finally, the book combines all that you've learned, explaining the
methodologies of continuous experimentation, deployment, and delivery before providing you with some final thoughts on how to
start making progress. By the end of this book, you'll be able to architect your own event-driven, serverless systems that are ready
to adapt and change so that you can deliver value at the pace needed by your business. What you will learn Explore architectural
patterns to create anti-fragile systems that thrive with change Focus on DevOps practices that empower self-sufficient, full-stack
teams Build enterprise-scale serverless systems Apply microservices principles to the frontend Discover how SOLID principles
apply to software and database architecture Create event stream processors that power the event sourcing and CQRS pattern
Deploy a multi-regional system, including regional health checks, latency-based routing, and replication Explore the Strangler
pattern for migrating legacy systems Who this book is for This book is for software architects and aspiring software architects who
want to learn about different patterns and best practices to design better software. Intermediate-level experience in software
development and design is required. Beginner-level knowledge of the cloud will also help you get the most out of this software
design book.
The practice of enterprise application development has benefited from the emergence of many new enabling technologies. Multitiered object-oriented platforms, such as Java and .NET, have become commonplace. These new tools and technologies are
capable of building powerful applications, but they are not easily implemented. Common failures in enterprise applications often
occur because their developers do not understand the architectural lessons that experienced object developers have learned.
Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture is written in direct response to the stiff challenges that face enterprise application
developers. The author, noted object-oriented designer Martin Fowler, noticed that despite changes in technology--from Smalltalk
to CORBA to Java to .NET--the same basic design ideas can be adapted and applied to solve common problems. With the help of
an expert group of contributors, Martin distills over forty recurring solutions into patterns. The result is an indispensable handbook
of solutions that are applicable to any enterprise application platform. This book is actually two books in one. The first section is a
short tutorial on developing enterprise applications, which you can read from start to finish to understand the scope of the book's
lessons. The next section, the bulk of the book, is a detailed reference to the patterns themselves. Each pattern provides usage
and implementation information, as well as detailed code examples in Java or C#. The entire book is also richly illustrated with
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UML diagrams to further explain the concepts. Armed with this book, you will have the knowledge necessary to make important
architectural decisions about building an enterprise application and the proven patterns for use when building them. The topics
covered include · Dividing an enterprise application into layers · The major approaches to organizing business logic · An in-depth
treatment of mapping between objects and relational databases · Using Model-View-Controller to organize a Web presentation ·
Handling concurrency for data that spans multiple transactions · Designing distributed object interfaces
The book covers the best practices and approaches for software architects to follow when developing .NET and C# solutions,
along with the most up to date cloud environments and tools to enable effective app development, delivery, and deployment.

Professional Practice for Landscape Architects third edition deals with the practical issues of being a successful
landscape architect professional. Endorsed by the Landscape Institute, this book is an indispensable guide for licentiate
members of the Institute on their Pathway to Chartership. It follows the revised 2013 syllabus covering all aspects of
professional judgement, ethics and values, the legal system, organisation and management, legislation and the planning
system, environmental policy and control, procurement and implementation. It also serves as a reminder and reference
for fully qualified professionals in their everyday practice and for landscape students. Valuable information is presented in
an easy to follow manner with diagrams and schedules, key acts, professional documents and contracts clearly explained
and made easy to understand. A handy list of questions are included to aid with P2C revision, answers of which are
found within the text.
The First Complete Guide to DevOps for Software Architects DevOps promises to accelerate the release of new software
features and improve monitoring of systems in production, but its crucial implications for software architects and
architecture are often ignored. In DevOps: A Software Architect’s Perspective, three leading architects address these
issues head-on. The authors review decisions software architects must make in order to achieve DevOps’ goals and
clarify how other DevOps participants are likely to impact the architect’s work. They also provide the organizational,
technical, and operational context needed to deploy DevOps more efficiently, and review DevOps’ impact on each
development phase. The authors address cross-cutting concerns that link multiple functions, offering practical insights
into compliance, performance, reliability, repeatability, and security. This guide demonstrates the authors’ ideas in action
with three real-world case studies: datacenter replication for business continuity, management of a continuous
deployment pipeline, and migration to a microservice architecture. Comprehensive coverage includes • Why DevOps can
require major changes in both system architecture and IT roles • How virtualization and the cloud can enable DevOps
practices • Integrating operations and its service lifecycle into DevOps • Designing new systems to work well with
DevOps practices • Integrating DevOps with agile methods and TDD • Handling failure detection, upgrade planning, and
other key issues • Managing consistency issues arising from DevOps’ independent deployment models • Integrating
security controls, roles, and audits into DevOps • Preparing a business plan for DevOps adoption, rollout, and
measurement
Software architecture is foundational to the development of large, practical software-intensive applications. This brandnew text covers all facets of software architecture and how it serves as the intellectual centerpiece of software
development and evolution. Critically, this text focuses on supporting creation of real implemented systems. Hence the
text details not only modeling techniques, but design, implementation, deployment, and system adaptation -- as well as a
host of other topics -- putting the elements in context and comparing and contrasting them with one another. Rather than
focusing on one method, notation, tool, or process, this new text/reference widely surveys software architecture
techniques, enabling the instructor and practitioner to choose the right tool for the job at hand. Software Architecture is
intended for upper-division undergraduate and graduate courses in software architecture, software design, componentbased software engineering, and distributed systems; the text may also be used in introductory as well as advanced
software engineering courses.
Software Design: Creating Solutions for Ill-Structured Problems, Third Edition provides a balanced view of the many and
varied software design practices used by practitioners. The book provides a general overview of software design within
the context of software development and as a means of addressing ill-structured problems. The third edition has been
expanded and reorganised to focus on the structure and process aspects of software design, including architectural
issues, as well as design notations and models. It also describes a variety of different ways of creating design solutions
such as plan-driven development, agile approaches, patterns, product lines, and other forms. Features •Includes an
overview and review of representation forms used for modelling design solutions •Provides a concise review of design
practices and how these relate to ideas about software architecture •Uses an evidence-informed basis for discussing
design concepts and when their use is appropriate This book is suitable for undergraduate and graduate students taking
courses on software engineering and software design, as well as for software engineers. Author David Budgen is a
professor emeritus of software engineering at Durham University. His research interests include evidence-based software
engineering (EBSE), software design, and healthcare informatics.
This book covers all you need to know to model and design software applications from use cases to software
architectures in UML and shows how to apply the COMET UML-based modeling and design method to real-world
problems. The author describes architectural patterns for various architectures, such as broker, discovery, and
transaction patterns for service-oriented architectures, and addresses software quality attributes including maintainability,
modifiability, testability, traceability, scalability, reusability, performance, availability, and security. Complete case studies
illustrate design issues for different software architectures: a banking system for client/server architecture, an online
shopping system for service-oriented architecture, an emergency monitoring system for component-based software
architecture, and an automated guided vehicle for real-time software architecture. Organized as an introduction followed
by several short, self-contained chapters, the book is perfect for senior undergraduate or graduate courses in software
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engineering and design, and for experienced software engineers wanting a quick reference at each stage of the analysis,
design, and development of large-scale software systems.
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